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Trump Tells Autoworkers Their Real Problem Is Biden’s
Green Policies 
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While the GOP also-rans were debating,
Donald Trump was in Michigan speaking to
a raucous crowd of hundreds of autoworkers
and other supporters, with thousands more
outside. During his speech, Trump told the
workers what everyone outside of the D.C.
Beltway knows: The workers’ woes, like
those of the entire American middle and
lower classes, are a result of Biden’s anti-
fossil fuel policies.  

Also, we discuss the GOP debate, where contenders tackled the issues and each other; we look into
Congress’ inquiry about whether Anthony Fauci colluded with the CIA on the Covid origin narrative;
and investigative journalist Bill Jasper joins us to analyze the Jeffrey Epstein-related Chase settlement. 

In the second half of the show, John Birch Society research associate Peter Rykowski discusses what
Americans can do to pressure legislators into securing the southern border, and Alex Newman
interviews Dark Aeon author and transhumanism expert Joe Allen about the transhumanist war against
humanity and what can be done about it.  
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Read “Trump Blasts Bizarre New York Fraud Ruling.”

Read “Republicans Debate Each Other and ‘Moderators’.”

Read “House Pandemic Subcommittee: Fauci Influenced CIA’s Covid Origin Inquiry.”

Take action on immigration with JBS’s “Stop Radical Mass-Migration Policies.”
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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